
India at
Cannes
2019
The Indian delegation to the Cannes
Film Festival, to be held in France on
May 14-25, would popularise shooting
of films in India through Film
Facilitation Office that facilitates
Single Window Clearance for film-
makers.

The India Pavilion at the Cannes
Film Festival will showcase Indian
cinema across linguistic, cultural
and regional diversity, . A key
focus area of the Indian delegation
this year will be to promote the
Golden Jubilee Edition of the
International Film Festival of India
to be held in southern state of Goa
later this year.
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You can also view the newsletter on Filmcity
Mumbai website.
Do write to us about other new topics that
you would like to see in the forthcoming
newsletters. We always welcome your views
and suggestions.

M A Y  S P O T L I G H T

The Palm Beach Road is a 10-kilometre-long (6.2 mi) six-lane road and an up-market residential and
commercial road that connects Vashi and Belapur through Sanpada, Nerul, running parallel to the
Mumbai Harbour. The beautifully-constructed road is a dream stretch for many motorists due to its good
quality of construction and less traffic, as compared to other important roads in the city. It offers an
excellent view of the creek and mangroves. The scenery changes from high rise towers to commercial
complexes, upscale restaurants, green open grounds and you even see glimpses of the Vashi creek. Palm
Beach road has been famous for providing excellent backdrops for action thrillers and automotive
advertisements.

Churchgate station gets its name from Church Gate street which is on the immediate south of the
station. It was year 1870 that Churchgate was first time mentioned as the station. Today the station is one
of the busiest stations in the city. The origin of the name Churchgate is dated back to 18th century.. The
term, 'gate' in Churchgate railway station owes its origin to a gate that was located on the spot where
flora fountain stands now. The Headquarters building sports an 'updated' and 'iconic' look and has a
facade system that act as a second skin to the existing building facade without actually disturbing it. The
facade is essentially an 'open' facade due to the fact that the building is not centrally air conditioned and
depends on natural ventilation.


